Long-term Safety and Efficacy of Avalglucosidase Alfa in Patients With Late-Onset Pompe Disease
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Abstract

Background and Objectives
Pompe disease is a rare, progressive neuromuscular disorder caused by deficiency of lysosomal acid α-glucosidase (GAA) and subsequent glycogen accumulation. Avalglucosidase alfa, a recombinant human GAA enzyme replacement therapy designed for increased cellular uptake and glycogen clearance, has been studied for long-term efficacy and safety in patients with late-onset Pompe disease (LOPD). Here, we report up to 6.5 years’ experience with avalglucosidase alfa during the NEO1 and NEO-EXT studies.

Methods
NEO1 participants with LOPD, either treatment naïve (Naive Group) or receiving alglucosidase alfa for ≥9 months (Switch Group), received avalglucosidase alfa (5, 10, or 20 mg/kg every other week [qow]) for 6 months before entering NEO-EXT and continued their NEO1 dose until all proceeded with 20 mg/kg qow. Safety and efficacy, a prespecified exploratory secondary outcome, were assessed; slopes of change for efficacy outcomes were calculated from a repeated mixed-measures model.

Results
Twenty-four participants enrolled in NEO1 (Naive Group, n = 10; Switch Group, n = 14); 21 completed and 19 entered NEO-EXT; in February 2020, 17 participants remained in NEO-EXT, with data up to 6.5 years. Avalglucosidase alfa was generally well tolerated during NEO-EXT, with a safety profile consistent with that in NEO1. No deaths or treatment-related life-threatening serious adverse events occurred. Eighteen participants developed antidrug antibodies without apparent effect on clinical outcomes. No participants who were tested developed immunoglobulin E antibodies. Upright forced vital capacity %predicted remained stable in most participants, with slope estimates (95% CIs) of −0.125 per year (−1.188 to 0.242) and −0.648 per year (−1.061 to −0.236) in the Naive and Switch Groups, respectively. Six-minute walk test (6MWT) %predicted was also stable for most participants, with slope estimates of −0.701 per year (−1.571 to 0.169) and −0.846 per year (−1.567 to −0.125) for the Naive and Switch Groups, respectively. Improvements in 6MWT distance were observed in most participants aged <45 years at NEO1 enrollment in both the Naive and Switch Groups.
Glossary

6MWT = 6-minute walk test; ADA = antidrug antibody; AE = adverse event; ALT = alanine aminotransferase; AST = aspartate aminotransferase; CK = creatine kinase; CLss = total body clearance from plasma at steady state; CV = coefficient of variation; eGFR = estimated glomerular filtration rate; ERT = enzyme replacement therapy; FVC = forced vital capacity; GAA = acid α-glucosidase; Hex4 = hexose tetrasaccharide; IAR = infusion-associated reaction; Ig = immunoglobulin; LLOQ = lower limit of quantification; LOPD = late-onset Pompe disease; MEP = maximum expiratory pressure; M6P = mannose-6-phosphate; MIP = maximum inspiratory pressure; NAb = neutralizing antibody; PK = pharmacokinetic; qow = every 2 weeks; SAE = serious adverse event; t1/2z = terminal elimination half-life; TEAE = treatment-emergent adverse event; Vss = steady state volume of distribution.

Discussion

Avalglucosidase alfa was generally well tolerated for up to 6.5 years in adult participants with LOPD either naive to alglucosidase alfa or who had previously received alglucosidase alfa for ≥ 9 months.

Classification of Evidence

This study provides Class IV evidence of long-term tolerability and sustained efficacy of avalglucosidase alfa in patients with LOPD after up to 6.5 years.

Trial Registration Information


Pompe disease is a rare, progressive, autosomal recessive glycogen storage disorder caused by pathogenic variants in the gene encoding acid α-glucosidase (GAA) resulting in lysosomal GAA deficiency. Consequently, lysosomal and eventually cytoplasmic glycogen accumulation occurs in cardiac, skeletal, and smooth muscle causing progressive muscle damage. Late-onset Pompe disease (LOPD) is characterized by progressive weakness in skeletal muscles, including the diaphragm and other respiratory muscles, leading to progressive respiratory and motor disability. Respiratory failure remains the main cause of death in LOPD, and respiratory muscle strength may predict long-term outcomes. Diaphragm dysfunction impairs inspiration and leads to hypercapnia; diaphragm and thoracoabdominal expiratory muscle weakness impairs forced expiration and cough. Motor function is also impaired, and the motor decline trajectory may be influenced by a natural age-related functional decrease.

Avalglucosidase alfa has improved survival, quality of life, and participation in daily life in patients with LOPD, and long-term benefits have established it as the current standard of care. However, unmet needs for improvement in muscle and respiratory function remain for those receiving alglucosidase alfa, and disease progression is partly attributed to suboptimal enzyme replacement therapy (ERT) uptake into skeletal muscle. Avalglucosidase alfa, a recombinant human GAA, is designed with a 15-fold increase in mannose-6-phosphate (M6P) content compared with alglucosidase alfa to improve cation-independent M6P receptor-mediated uptake, glycogen clearance, and clinical efficacy. Avalglucosidase alfa-ngpt (Nexviazyme; Sanoﬁ) has received marketing authorization in several countries for infantile-onset Pompe disease and/or LOPD. In the United States, it was approved in August 2021 for patients with LOPD aged ≥1 year.

Here, we evaluate long-term (up to 6.5 years) safety, efficacy, and pharmacokinetics (PK) of avalglucosidase alfa in adults with LOPD, who enrolled in the 6-month, phase 1, NEO1 study and subsequently entered NEO-EXT, a NEO1 extension. The primary objective was to assess the long-term tolerability of avalglucosidase alfa in participants with LOPD after up to 6.5 years.

Methods

Standard Protocol Approvals, Registrations, and Participant Consents

NEO1 (NCT01898364) and its extension, NEO-EXT (NCT02032524), were conducted according to the International Conference on Harmonisation guidelines for Good Clinical Practice, Declaration of Helsinki principles, and local/national regulations. Study protocols were approved by independent ethics committees/institutional review boards at participating centers; the names of these independent ethics committees/institutional review boards have been previously published. Written informed consent was obtained from participants.
Study Design
NEO-EXT is an open-label, multicenter, multinational, long-term extension study of NEO1, a safety and PK study of repeated every other week (qow) IV infusions of avalglucosidase alfa in participants with LOPD. NEO1 participants received 5, 10, or 20 mg/kg body weight of avalglucosidase alfa qow for 6 months. On entering NEO-EXT, participants continued their assigned NEO1 avalglucosidase alfa dose (5, 10, or 20 mg/kg qow) for 104–156 weeks until receiving 20 mg/kg qow avalglucosidase alfa. For each participant, the study duration is up to 8 years from NEO-EXT enrollment, depending on local circumstances and/or avalglucosidase alfa approval in the participant’s country. Data cutoff for this article was February 27, 2020, reflecting a prespecified 6.5-year interim data set.

Participants
Full inclusion and exclusion criteria for NEO1 participation are published.10 In brief, participants, aged ≥18 years, had a confirmed Pompe disease diagnosis and were treatment naive (Naive Group) or had previously received alglucosidase alfa for ≥9 months (Switch Group). Participants had to be able to walk ≥50 m without stopping or using an assistive device and have an upright forced vital capacity (FVC) ≥50 % predicted according to spirometric reference values from a US population sample.11 Participants were excluded from NEO1 if they were wheelchair dependent, required invasive ventilation, were pregnant or had other extenuating conditions, or were at high risk for severe allergic reaction to alglucosidase alfa (i.e., anaphylaxis, immunoglobulin [Ig]E antibodies, or high IgG antibodies).

Participants who completed 24 weeks’ avalglucosidase alfa (13 doses) in NEO1 were eligible to enter NEO-EXT, unless they were unable to adhere to study requirements or they had clinically significant non-Pompe organic disease, an extenuating circumstance precluding study participation, or potentially decreased survival. Treatment compliance was monitored based on participants receiving an avalglucosidase alfa infusion qow within a ±7-day window from the previous infusion.

Study Objectives
The primary objective of NEO-EXT was to assess the long-term safety and PK of avalglucosidase alfa in participants with Pompe disease who previously completed NEO1. The secondary objective was to assess the long-term effects of avalglucosidase alfa on pharmacodynamic and prespecified exploratory efficacy variables to assess whether the avalglucosidase alfa benefits observed in NEO1 were maintained and to evaluate the time course of response.

Assessments
Safety, the primary end point, was assessed via AEs/treatment-emergent AEs (TEAEs), including infusion-associated reactions (IARs) and deaths; physical examinations; clinical laboratory evaluations including hematology, biochemistry, and urinalysis; vital signs; body weight; 12-lead ECG; and immunogenicity assessments. An independent Data Monitoring Committee reviewed safety information semiannually and on an ad hoc basis.

Participants were tested for anti–avalglucosidase alfa antibodies monthly during the first 6 months and thereafter every 3 months. Every time a participant tested seropositive antidrug antibody (ADA), serum was also tested for neutralizing antibodies (NAbs) to avalglucosidase alfa including inhibition of enzyme activity and uptake. Samples collected from participants who previously received alglucosidase alfa were evaluated for anti–alglucosidase alfa IgG antibodies every 6 months for up to the first 6 years of NEO-EXT. Following moderate, severe, or recurrent mild IARs suggestive of hypersensitivity reactions, participants were tested for IgE, complement activation, and serum tryptase. If a participant had signs or symptoms suggestive of systemic immune-mediated reactions involving skin and other organs while receiving alglucosidase alfa, serum samples were collected for circulating immune complexes evaluation. Secondary end points included PK, pharmacodynamic, pharmacogenetic, and exploratory efficacy assessments.

PK sampling times were preinfusion, end of infusion, and 1, 4, 8, 12, and 24 hours postinfusion. Preinfusion blood samples and all samples immediately following the end of infusion through 8 hours postinfusion were collected within 15 minutes of the scheduled time. Analyses were performed at month 6 (week 26) and yearly thereafter (weeks 52, 104, 156, 208, 260, and 312). For participants who switched to 20 mg/kg after receiving the 5 or 10 mg/kg dose, assessments were performed after the first 20 mg/kg administration (reported here as rebaseline [20 mg/kg]), at month 6, and yearly thereafter. The following were calculated using noncompartmental methods: maximum plasma concentration observed, area under the plasma concentration–time curve from time zero to last measurable concentration, area under the plasma concentration–time curve, terminal elimination half-life (t1/2), total body clearance from plasma at steady state (CLss), and steady state volume of distribution (Vss). Plasma samples were analyzed using validated, sensitive, and specific bioanalytical methods, namely, fluorometric assay using a 4-methylumbelliferyl-a-D-glucoside substrate to detect avalglucosidase alfa activity with a lower limit of quantitation (LLOQ) of 0.0125 or 0.0120 μg/mL.

Skeletal muscle MRI was performed every 2 years. In NEO1, glycogen content was measured in skeletal muscle biopsies at baseline and week 27 in all participants. In NEO-EXT, biopsies were sampled only in participants with muscle glycogen content ≥5% or significant clinical decline. MRI and biopsy data will be published separately. Morning-sampled fasting urinary hexose tetrasaccharide (Hex4) was assessed every 2 weeks in NEO1 and 6 monthly in NEO-EXT. Exploratory plasma biomarkers, creatine kinase (CK), alanine
aminotransferase (ALT), and aspartate aminotransferase (AST), were assessed every 2 weeks in NEO1 and monthly in NEO-EXT for 3 years and thereafter quarterly.

Exploratory efficacy endpoints included a 6-minute walk test (6MWT) and pulmonary function (FVC, maximum inspiratory pressure [MIP], and maximum expiratory pressure [MEP]). Testing was conducted every 6 months according to American Thoracic/European Respiratory Society guidelines.\(^1\)\(^2\),\(^1\)\(^3\)

**Statistical Analysis**

Baseline was set at NEO1 enrollment, and the interim data cutoff was February 27, 2020. Because of sequential enrollment, participants had up to 6.5 years (range, 16–340 weeks) of data for avalglucosidase alfa treatment (mean ± SD, Naive: 221 ± 137 weeks; Switch: 242 ± 125 weeks).

For efficacy outcomes, observed measurements and changes from baseline were calculated and summarized using summary statistics. Upright FVC %predicted was calculated according to spirometric prediction equations.\(^1\)\(^4\) MIP %predicted was calculated as 100 × (actual MIP)/(120 – [0.83 × age]) for males and 100 × (actual MIP)/(131 – [0.86 × age]) for females. MEP %predicted was calculated as 100 × (actual MEP)/(174 – [0.83 × age]) for males and 100 × (actual MEP)/(131 – [0.86 × age]) for females. 6MWT %predicted was calculated using reference values.\(^1\)\(^5\)

In a post hoc analysis, baseline functional status was compared in participants aged <45 and ≥45 years at baseline; these subgroups were selected for consistency with age group analyses from COMET (NCT02782741).\(^1\)\(^6\) In a post hoc analysis, plots of individual participant trajectories for FVC %predicted and 6MWT %predicted were overlaid with results from a repeated mixed-measures model showing a summary trend over time. This analysis was restricted to participants ever on 20 mg/kg dosing during the study and included time points on all dosing regimens (i.e., time points for participants who received 5 or 10 mg/kg avalglucosidase alfa at the start of the study, before starting 20 mg/kg, were also included). Importantly, the lower doses may have influenced the course of outcome measures. Analyses were performed separately for Naive (n = 7) and Switch (n = 12) participants. Biomarker data were summarized using summary statistics, with mean ± SD over time plotted for individual treatment groups within Naive and Switch Groups.

**Data Availability**

Qualified researchers may request access to participant-level data and study-related documents including the clinical study report, blank case report form, and data set specifications. Participant-level data are anonymized, and study documents redacted to protect the privacy of trial participants. Further details on Sanofi's data sharing criteria, eligible studies, and process for requesting access can be found at clinicalstudydatarequest.com/. The study protocol and statistical analysis plan are available in eSAP 1 and eSAP 2 (links. lww.com/WNL/C77), respectively.

**Results**

**Participants**

The first participant enrolled into NEO1 on August 19, 2013, and into NEO-EXT on February 27, 2014. Of the 24 participants enrolled into NEO1, 21 completed NEO1, and 19 entered NEO-EXT. Two discontinued NEO-EXT for personal reasons, and at data cutoff (February 27, 2020), 17 remained in NEO-EXT (Figure 1), with data for up to 6.5 years of avalglucosidase alfa treatment due to sequential enrollment.

In the 10 mg/kg Naive Group, 2 participants became pregnant on study. One received treatment from baseline until week 27, continued follow-up without treatment, and discontinued at week 78. The other participant received treatment from baseline until week 182, stopped during pregnancy, and resumed at week 221; she continued follow-up throughout the study, including laboratory testing.

Participant’s demographic and baseline characteristics were previously reported.\(^1\)\(^0\) In brief, age at study enrollment (mean ± SD) was 44.8 ± 20.3 years for Naive and 46.7 ± 14.1 years for Switch participants (overall range, 19.8–78.3 years). Of the 24 participants, 12 (50%) were male (Naive: 3 [30%]; Switch: 9 [64%]). The majority were White (Naive: 8 [80%]; Switch: 13 [93%]). The baseline body mass index (mean ± SD) was 22.3 ± 3.2 and 24.6 ± 3.7 for Naive and Switch participants, respectively (overall range, 17.0–31.0). Baseline mean ± SD (range) for 6MWT distance was 449 ± 118 (208–593) m for Naive and 440 ± 141 (201–657) m for Switch participants, and upright FVC %predicted was 69.2% ± 19.3% (51%–107%) for Naive and 77.3% ± 16.4% (51%–116%) for Switch participants.

Baseline functional status was better in participants aged <45 years (n = 13) compared with those aged ≥45 years (n = 11), regardless of the Naive or Switch Group. For Naive participants, aged <45 and ≥45 years, the baseline mean ± SD 6MWT distance was 511 ± 69 and 356 ± 122 m, respectively, and for Switch participants, it was 516 ± 113 and 364 ± 130 m, respectively. 6MWT %predicted was 71.6% ± 9.9% and 56.2% ± 19.3% for Naive and 70.3% ± 13.4% and 54.2% ± 18.5% for Switch participants aged <45 years and ≥45 years, respectively. Upright FVC %predicted was 74.8% ± 21.4% and 60.9% ± 14.1% for Naive participants aged <45 and ≥45 years, respectively, and 79.6% ± 19.9% and 75.0% ± 13.4% for Switch participants, aged <45 and ≥45 years, respectively.

**Safety**

**Study Drug Exposure**

After up to 6.5 years, participants had been exposed during NEO1 and NEO-EXT to 2,685 avalglucosidase alfa infusions (Naive: 1,043; Switch: 1,642). The median (range) duration of avalglucosidase alfa exposure was 293.3 (17–329) weeks (67.5 [3.9–75.7] months) for Naive and 304.4 (16–340) weeks (70.0 [3.7–78.2] months) for Switch participants. The median (range) number of infusions/participants was 137.5...
Adverse Events

Overall, all 24 (100%) participants had ≥ 1 TEAE (Table 1). In total, 960 TEAEs were reported, with generally mild (563/960; 58.6%) TEAEs across all doses. Most TEAEs (91.6%) were considered unrelated to study drug. Overall, 18 participants experienced 81 TEAEs considered study drug related, with most events experienced by only 1 participant (eTable 1, links.lww.com/WNL/C77). Most frequently reported treatment-related TEAEs were fatigue, headache, nausea, and rash (3 participants each) and dizziness, dyspnea, erythema, hypertension, myalgia, muscle spasms, and pruritus (2 participants each). No deaths/life-threatening treatment-related serious adverse events (SAEs) occurred during avalglucosidase alfa treatment.

SAEs are shown in Table 2. During NEO1 and NEO-EXT, 2 participants had SAEs related or possibly treatment related. As previously reported, 1 Naive participant receiving 5 mg/kg discontinued NEO1 for respiratory distress and chest discomfort; these were considered IARs, occurring during the ninth infusion (ADA titer: 1,600; peak titer: 3,200) and were not considered life threatening. In NEO-EXT, an 83-year-old participant, originally in the NEO1 20 mg/kg Naive Group who underwent surgery for worsening of aortic aneurysm, presented at week 169 with IARs of fever and chills during subsequent avalglucosidase alfa infusion that were characterized as SAEs (ADA titer at the time of SAE: 12,800; peak titer during study: 51,800, last available titer 3,200 [range, 100–51,800]). The same participant had 9 SAEs unrelated to treatment, including basal cell carcinoma, infection with unclear etiology, hypotension, worsening aortic aneurysm, aortic dilation, postimplantation syndrome, cystitis, gastric ulcer, and chronic inflammatory demyelinating polyradiculoneuropathy (because the participant was critically ill, FVC and 6MWT were not conducted between weeks 182 and 234).

Efficacy

Respiratory Function

Changes in respiratory parameters from baseline up to 312 weeks’ (6 years’) avalglucosidase alfa treatment are shown in eTable 2 (links.lww.com/WNL/C77). Upright FVC %predicted remained stable in most Naive and Switch participants over up to 6.0 years’ avalglucosidase alfa (Figure 2). Slope estimates (95% CI) for trends in upright FVC %predicted after up to 6 years of avalglucosidase alfa were −0.473 per year (−1.188 to 0.242) for Naive and −0.648 per year (−1.061 to −0.236) for Switch participants (Figure 2). MIP and MEP %predicted were more variable among participants, but overall remained stable, with slope estimates (95% CI) for MIP %predicted of −0.151 per year (−1.041 to 1.344) for Naive and −0.627 per year (−1.556 to 0.301) for Switch participants and for MEP %predicted of 0.726 per year (0.273 to 2.170) for Switch participants.

Motor Function

Change in 6MWT distance from baseline up to 312 weeks’ (6 years’) avalglucosidase alfa is shown in eTable 2 (links.lww.com/WNL/C77). 6MWT %predicted remained stable among most Naive and Switch participants over up to 6 years’ avalglucosidase alfa (Figure 3). 6MWT %predicted slope estimates (95% CI) were −0.701 per year (−1.571 to 0.169) for Naive and −0.949 per year (−2.170 to 0.273) for Switch participants.
0.169) for Naive and −0.846 per year (−1.567 to −0.125) for Switch participants (Figure 3). In both Naive and Switch Groups, the 6MWT distance improved in most participants aged <45 years at the start of NEO1 and ever received 20 mg/kg avalglucosidase alfa (Figure 4).

**Immunogenicity**
ADAs developed in 18 of 24 participants. The median peak titer was 1,600 (range, 100–51,200). Nine participants developed peak ADA titers ranging from 1,600 to 6,400, 7 ranging from 100 to 800, and 2 had peak titers at 12,800 and 51,200, respectively. ADA titers decreased in 6 participants, and 2 participants tolerated. Both participants with peak titers ≥12,800 had decreasing ADA titers over time and last available titers at 3,200.

Participants who seroconverted and subsequently had at least 2 consecutive samples testing negative were considered to have become immunologically nonresponsive and were classified as having tolerated. Five Naive and 2 Switch participants tested positive for NAb at intermittent time points without an apparent effect on clinical outcomes. Among the 5 Naive participants, ADA titers ranged between 100 and 3,200 in 4 participants and between 100 and 51,200 in 1 participant; last available titers were decreased (range, 200–3,200). The 2 Switch participants had low titer ranges (100–400) and last available titers. Six participants tested positive for enzyme uptake-inhibitory antibodies, among whom 3 also tested positive for enzyme activity inhibition. Three participants were positive for uptake inhibition alone, and 1 was positive for catalytic inhibition alone. In both

### Table 1 Summary of TEAEs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>participants with events, n (%)</th>
<th>Naive group (N = 10)</th>
<th>Switch group (N = 14)</th>
<th>Overall (N = 24)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Any TEAE</td>
<td>10 (100)</td>
<td>14 (100)</td>
<td>24 (100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment-related TEAE</td>
<td>8 (80)</td>
<td>10 (71)</td>
<td>18 (75)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Any SAE</td>
<td>5 (50)</td>
<td>4 (29)</td>
<td>9 (38)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment-related SAE</td>
<td>2 (20)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2 (8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEAE leading to treatment discontinuation</td>
<td>1 (10)*</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1 (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEAE leading to death</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infusion-associated reactions*</td>
<td>3 (30)</td>
<td>3 (21)</td>
<td>6 (25)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: SAE = serious adverse event; TEAE = treatment-emergent adverse event.

* One participant (5 mg/kg) discontinued from NEO1 because of 2 SAEs of respiratory distress and chest discomfort (infusion-associated reactions during the ninth infusion).

* Protocol-defined infusion-associated reactions.

### Table 2 Treatment-Emergent SAEs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SAE</th>
<th>Naive group (N = 10)</th>
<th>Switch group (N = 14)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Related/possibly related to treatment</td>
<td>NEO1</td>
<td>NEO1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEO-EXT</td>
<td>1 participant (5 mg/kg) discontinued from NEO1 because of 2 SAEs of respiratory distress and chest discomfort (IARs during the ninth infusion)</td>
<td>NEO-EXT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEO-EXT</td>
<td>1 participant (20 mg/kg): 2 SAEs of shivering and fever (IARs)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not related to treatment</td>
<td>NEO1</td>
<td>NEO1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEO-EXT</td>
<td>1 participant (20 mg/kg): 9 SAEs of basal cell carcinoma, infection with unclear etiology, hypopension, worsening aortic aneurysm, aortic dilation, postimplantation syndrome, cystitis, gastric ulcer, and chronic inflammatory demyelinating polyradiculoneuropathy</td>
<td>NEO-EXT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEO-EXT</td>
<td>1 participant (5 mg/kg): 5 SAEs of arteritis, ischemic stroke, rectal hemorrhage from a diverticulum, myocardial ischemia, and peripheral artery stenosis</td>
<td>NEO-EXT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEO-EXT</td>
<td>1 participant (5 mg/kg): 1 SAE of myalgia</td>
<td>NEO-EXT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEO-EXT</td>
<td>1 participant (10 mg/kg): 1 SAE of inferior myocardial infarction</td>
<td>NEO-EXT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEO-EXT</td>
<td>1 participant (20 mg/kg): 6 SAEs of diverticulitis, lumbar vertebral fractures, sacral fractures, fall, extravasation blood, and respiratory failure</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: IAR = infusion-associated reaction; SAE = serious adverse event; TEAE = treatment-emergent adverse event.

* Same participant.
groups, no participant among those tested developed IgE antibodies (IgE was tested only in participants who presented with IARs suggestive of hypersensitivity reactions). IARs and contemporaneous ADA titers after up to 6.5 years’ avalglucosidase alfa are shown in eTable 3 (links.lww.com/WNL/C77).

![Figure 2 Upright FVC %Predicted Over Up to 6 Years of Avalglucosidase Alfa Treatment (All Participants Ever Received 20 mg/kg Dose)](image)

Black lines are trend lines for the slope, derived from a linear mixed-effects model. Individual participant trajectories are color coded to enable the FVC % predicted (Figure 2) and 6MWT distance (Figure 3) for individual participants to be compared. Naive group: 83-year-old participant (turquoise line): worsening aortic aneurysm at week 156, underwent surgery, and presented at week 169 with infusion-associated reaction of fever and shivering during subsequent avalglucosidase alfa infusion (ADA: 12,800; peak titer 51,800; NAb enzyme uptake positive); week 208: chronic inflammatory demyelinating polyneuropathy (ADA: 6,400; NAb enzyme uptake positive; last available sample ADA: 6,400; NAb negative). Naive group: 43-year-old participant (red line): week 208 exanthema and swelling at the infusion site (ADA: 100; peak titer 1,600; NAb enzyme uptake positive; last available sample ADA: 200; NAb negative). Switch group: 68-year-old participant (yellow line): medical history of left upper lobectomy for upper left lobe lung cancer and developed right upper lobe lung cancer, rib cage pain, and right renal cell carcinoma (ADA: negative; peak titer 200; NAb negative). Switch group: 39-year-old participant (olive green line): medical history of anxiety, car accident at week 168, events of sinus infection, influenza, and cold until last available visit (ADA: negative; peak titer <100; NAb negative). Switch group: 49-year-old participant (lime green line): medical history of depression, seasonal allergies, asthma, pain, fatigue, arthritis, and muscle soreness (ADA: negative; peak titer 1,600; NAb negative); recovery of FVC may be due to the change to 20 mg/kg dose from initial 5 mg/kg dose. 6MWT = 6-minute walk test; ADA = antidrug antibody; FVC = forced vital capacity; NAb = neutralizing antibody.

![Figure 3 6MWT Distance %Predicted After Up to 6 Years of Avalglucosidase Alfa Treatment (All Participants Ever Received 20 mg/kg Dose)](image)

Black lines are trend lines for the slope, derived from a linear mixed-effects model. Individual participant trajectories are color coded to enable the FVC % predicted (Figure 2) and 6MWT distance (Figure 3) for individual participants to be compared. Naive group: 83-year-old participant (turquoise line): worsening aortic aneurysm at week 156, underwent surgery, and presented at week 169 with infusion-associated reaction of fever and shivering during subsequent avalglucosidase alfa infusion (ADA: 12,800; peak titer 51,800; NAb enzyme uptake positive); week 208: chronic inflammatory demyelinating polyneuropathy (ADA: 6,400; NAb enzyme uptake positive; last available sample ADA: 6,400; NAb negative). Naive group: 43-year-old participant (red line): week 208 exanthema and swelling at the infusion site (ADA: 100; peak titer 1,600; NAb enzyme uptake positive; last available sample ADA: 200; NAb negative). Switch group: 68-year-old participant (yellow line): medical history of left upper lobectomy for upper left lobe lung cancer and developed right upper lobe lung cancer, rib cage pain, and right renal cell carcinoma (ADA: negative; peak titer 200; NAb negative). Switch group: 64-year-old participant (royal blue line): history of gout, Bell palsy, episodes of acute diverticulosis and *Clostridium difficile*, and chronic hip/back pain (ADA: negative; NAb negative). Switch group: 73-year-old participant (turquoise line): history of degenerative disc disease, back pain, and arthritis (ADA: 6,400; peak titer 12,800; NAb negative; last available sample ADA: 1,600; NAb negative). 6MWT = 6-minute walk test; ADA = antidrug antibody; FVC = forced vital capacity; NAb = neutralizing antibody.
Biomarkers
Pharmacodynamic Pompe disease biomarkers demonstrate avalglucosidase alfa’s ability to reduce the burden of glycogen accumulation (Hex4) and muscle damage (CK), which is maintained in NEO-EXT participants up to 6 years. Mean ± SD Hex4 and CK from baseline to 312 weeks’ (6 years’) avalglucosidase alfa is shown in eFigures 1 and 2 (links.lww.com/WNL/C77), respectively.

Mean ± SD ALT and AST from baseline up to 312 weeks’ avalglucosidase alfa is shown in eFigures 3 and 4 (links.lww.com/WNL/C77), respectively. Overall, in both Naive and Switch Groups, ALT and AST decreased from baseline to last on-treatment measurement. Changes (mean ± SD) from baseline in ALT at last on-treatment measurement were $-29.4 \pm 30.8$ and $-14.8 \pm 11.6$ IU/L for the Naive (n = 10) and Switch (n = 14) Groups, respectively, and for AST, they were $-36.0 \pm 40.0$ and $-14.0 \pm 11.0$ IU/L, respectively.

Pharmacokinetics
The PK population included 18 participants. At week 26, rebaseline (20 mg/kg), and week 208, approximately 70% of participants had predose concentrations below the LLOQ of 0.0125 $\mu$g/mL, whereas the others had predose concentrations slightly above the LLOQ.

Mean ± SD concentrations of avalglucosidase alfa at week 208 for Naive and Switch Groups after 20 mg/kg are shown in eFigure 5 (links.lww.com/WNL/C77). At 20 mg/kg, participants previously treated with alglucosidase alfa (Switch Group) exhibited similar avalglucosidase alfa PK to that in the Naive Group, whatever the dose. Consequently, only PK parameters are presented at week 26, rebaseline (20 mg/kg), and week 208 on the pooled groups (eTable 4).

Avalglucosidase alfa exposures increased with no major deviation in dose proportionality between 5 and 20 mg/kg. No accumulation was observed following qow dosing and avalglucosidase alfa PK parameters appeared similar at week 26, rebaseline (20 mg/kg), and week 208, indicating time-independent PK. After avalglucosidase alfa 20 mg/kg qow, mean ranges were 1.25–1.47 hours for $t_{1/2z}$, 840–1,140 mL/h for $Cl_{ss}$, and 4.5–6.0 L for $V_{ss}$.

Among the 19 participants receiving the 20 mg/kg dose, 15 had normal renal function, and 4 had mild impairment. Based on the estimated glomerular filtration rate (eGFR; Modification of Diet in Renal Disease study formula$^{17}$), no participant had moderate or severe renal impairment as defined by eGFR <60 mL/min, and no meaningful difference in exposure was observed between participants with mild renal impairment and normal renal function.

Classification of Evidence
This study provides Class IV evidence of long-term tolerability and sustained efficacy of avalglucosidase alfa in patients with LOPD after up to 6.5 years.

Discussion
The availability of ERT has remarkably extended survival of patients with classical infantile-onset Pompe disease$^{18,19}$ and improved survival,$^{3}$ quality of life, and participation in daily life$^{7}$ for patients with LOPD. Alglucosidase alfa’s long-term benefits established it as the standard of care for Pompe disease. However, an unmet need for improvement in muscle and respiratory function still remains for patients receiving alglucosidase alfa.$^{8,9}$ Disease progression while receiving alglucosidase alfa is partly attributed to suboptimal uptake of ERT into skeletal muscle.$^{20,21}$ To maximize ERT benefit for patients with Pompe disease, avalglucosidase alfa was designed to target M6P-mediated uptake because it is anticipated that conjugating M6P moieties can enhance cellular uptake by skeletal muscle, resulting in improved glycogen clearance and outcomes.$^{21}$

LOPD natural history is defined by progressive deterioration in the strength and function of skeletal muscles, including respiratory muscles.$^{22}$ In a meta-analysis of untreated patients, FVC

Figure 4 6MWT Distance by Age at First (Baseline) and Last Assessment (Up to Week 312) for Individual Participants Who Ever Received Avalglucosidase Alfa 20 mg/kg Dose
natural history. In a recent meta-analysis, longitudinal changes in and outcomes across multiple domains, including the 6MWT and FVC were positively associated with changes in LOPD measures completed NEO1, support evidence of the long-term efficacy of newly diagnosed participants in the Naive Group and effect of early treatment initiation and long-term ERT in real-world settings was associated with long-term preservation of FVC, with better respiratory function at the time of treatment initiation. 

Because Pompe disease is a progressive disorder and it is known from experience with alglucosidase alpha that functional ability declines over time, maintaining patients long term on a high functional level is meaningful because it delays the need for walking and ventilatory support.

Stabilization was observed in exploratory respiratory and motor function outcomes in most Naive and Switch participants, indicating a sustained benefit contrasting with Pompe disease’s natural history. In a recent meta-analysis, longitudinal changes in FVC were positively associated with changes in LOPD measures and outcomes across multiple domains, including the 6MWT and 36-item Short-Form Survey–Physical Component Score. Change in therapeutic landscape of Pompe disease with ERT availability, as well as improved diagnostic awareness, is reflected in the enrolled participants with a median (range) age at diagnosis of 36.4 (15.8–78.2) and 34.2 (3.4–62.9) years for the Naive and Switch Groups, respectively, with 3 participants aged >60 years per group. Functional respiratory and motor status, measured by FVC %predicted and 6MWT distance, at study start was reflective of newly diagnosed participants in the Naive Group and participants who had received alglucosidase alpha for 0.9–7.9 years before switching to avalglucosidase alpha, including participants with normal FVC and 6MWT. Although room for short-term improvement of outcome measures in these otherwise clinically symptomatic patients is probably limited, the effect on long-term functional maintenance with treatment before impairment of function occurs is a desirable treatment goal because it allows patients to maintain a high functional level and delays the need for respiratory or walking support. Data from NEO-EXT, an open-label treatment extension study enrolling participants who completed NEO1, support evidence of the long-term effects of alglucosidase alpha, with evaluable efficacy data available for up to 60 years’ alglucosidase alpha because of sequential enrollment.

FVC %predicted and 6MWT distance were maintained in participants during long-term treatment with avalglucosidase alpha 20 mg/kg qow for up to ~60 years, as they were for participants randomized to alglucosidase alpha 5 or 10 mg/kg qow in NEO1 and whose dosage increased to 20 mg/kg qow during NEO-EXT. This was more pronounced among Naive and less consistent among Switch participants. Because there was no placebo, an expectation for untreated participants would have been that their FVC would have declined more significantly. Participants aged <45 years at enrollment tended to show individual improvements in 6MWT distance from baseline to up to 6.0 years’ avalglucosidase alpha; many aged ≥45 years showed not only lower baseline 6MWT values but also individual declines in 6MWT distance over this period. This effect likely reflects the interaction of age-related physiologic muscle wasting (sarcopenia) with LOPD and possibly other comorbidities affecting mobility or exercise tolerance in older patients.

NEO-EXT data show a tendency for improvement of elevated baseline Hex4 and CK over time in most participants, indicating stabilization of pathologic process in muscles. Although a dose response in Hex4 was not observed, likely because of heterogeneous baseline levels and small numbers of participants in each group, a continued response in Hex4 was observed throughout the study in the overall Naive and Switch Groups, with continued decreases observed following a dose increase to 20 mg/kg among participants initially receiving lower doses. The peak in Hex4 observed at ~234 weeks for the only participant with data in the 10 mg/kg Naive Group at this time may be reflective of disease reoccurrence; the participant had temporarily discontinued treatment after week 182 while pregnant and resumed treatment at week 221.

Pharmacodynamic data show maintained long-term efficacy of avalglucosidase alpha in participants with Pompe disease and have been presented separately. In regard to safety and tolerability, the data reflect positive benefit-risk and no new safety signal after up to 6.5 years’ avalglucosidase alpha. There was good tolerance to avalglucosidase alpha over time, with no deaths and only 1 treatment discontinuation due to a treatment-related SAE, which occurred early in NEO1, after the participant’s ninth infusion. The majority of TEAEs and treatment-emergent SAEs were reflective of the underlying disease and other associated comorbidities due to participants’ age. During the study, anti-avalglucosidase alpha IgG/IgM antibodies developed in the initial months of treatment with decreasing titers and tolerization over time. Most participants developed low or moderate ADA titers <12,800, and no clear effect of ADA development on safety or efficacy could be evidenced. In addition, the fact that in the transaminases, AST and ALT levels decreased over time is a positive signal for the absence of apparent drug-induced liver toxicity.

Participants previously treated with alglucosidase alpha showed similar avalglucosidase alpha PK compared with treatment-naive participants. Avalglucosidase alpha PK parameters appeared similar over time, indicating a time-independent PK and no apparent accumulative effect of qow dosing. PK findings in NEO-EXT confirm those in NEO1. No participant had moderate or severe renal impairment, and no
meaningful difference in exposure was observed between the 4 participants with mild renal impairment and the 15 with normal renal function.

Safety data from the 49-week, primary analysis period of COMET support the NEO-EXT findings that avalglucosidase alfa was generally well tolerated in participants with LOPD.16 COMET also provided evidence of clinically meaningful improvement with avalglucosidase alfa vs alglucosidase alfa in respiratory function, ambulation, and functional endurance.

The study population was relatively small, with 24 participants enrolled into NEO1, 21 completing NEO1, 19 entering NEO-EXT, and at the interim data cut, 17 remained in NEO-EXT with data up to 6.5 years from treatment start. The study had no comparator arm because participants initially enrolled in the phase 1 NEO1 study and all received avalglucosidase alfa. During NEO1 and at NEO-EXT start, participants were treated with 5, 10, or 20 mg/kg qw avalglucosidase alfa, the use of the lower doses in NEO1 and at NEO-EXT start may have influenced outcomes. Participants’ wide age range at NEO1 baseline (19.8–78.3 years) may have created some variability in observed outcomes. At NEO1 baseline, participant upright FVC %predicted ranged from 51% to 116%, indicating that they did not have severe respiratory impairment, and room for short-term improvement on outcome measures could be limited. However, because Pompe disease is a progressive disorder and it is known from experience with alglucosidase alfa that functional ability declines over time, maintaining patients long term at a high functional level is meaningful because it delays the need for respiratory and walking support.

NEO1 and NEO-EXT results provide evidence of long-term and overall maintained effect of avalglucosidase alfa on measures of respiratory function, endurance, and walking ability as well as pharmacodynamic data in participants with LOPD. Avalglucosidase alfa’s safety profile during NEO-EXT is consistent with the first 6 months’ treatment in NEO1.16 No deaths/treatment-related life-threatening SAEs were reported. Anti–avalglucosidase alfa IgG/IgM antibodies developed in the initial months of treatment with decreasing titers and tolerization over time.
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